Name ______________________

Micro-Organisms

Across
2. to heat milk to around 66°C to kill most of the bacteria in it
3. this is made using bacteria and cow’s milk
5. kills germs on the skin. Joseph Lister pioneered their use.
9. there are more of these in your body than there are people on the earth
11. serious disease caused by a virus
12. targeted by the MMR jab. It is especially important for girls to be immunised against this
13. an injection against 3 diseases given to children
15. a drink made from grapes using yeast
16. made from flour, sugar, water and yeast
17. one of the 3 diseases targeted in the MMR jab
18. can decay. Some plastics are _________ whereas others do not decay.
20. a disease caused by a virus - often caught by children. You get spots (7,3)
21. serious bacterial disease - affects the digestion
22. this is caused by a virus. Your cheeks swell up. Targeted by the MMR jab
23. more than one fungus
24. a food made from milk and bacteria. Usually sold in plastic pots. Often flavoured with fruit.
25. becoming immune to a disease - often by having an injection

Down
1. a drink made from hops using yeast
2. an antibiotic produced by a fungus
4. kills germs on kitchen surfaces and in toilets
6. a bacteria found on some bad food (like chicken) which can cause disease
7. a fungus used to make bread and beer
8. these cause colds
10. yeast feeds on this
14. yeast needs this and not cold to feed and grow
19. an injection to stop you getting a disease
22. this is caused by a virus. Your cheeks swell up. Targeted by the MMR jab
23. more than one fungus

word search and crossword share the same answers
Micro-organisms

yeast  bacteria  fungi  viruses
bread  wine  beer  sugar
warmth  cheese  pasteurise  cholera
aids  foot  innoculation  immunisation
mmr  chickenpox  yoghurt  biodegradable
measles  mumps  rubella  salmonella
antisecptic  penicillin  disinfectant
Micro-Organisms

Across
2. to heat milk to around 66°C to kill most of the bacteria in it
3. this is made using bacteria and cow’s milk
9. there are more of these in your body than there are people on the earth
11. serious disease caused by a virus
12. targetted by the mmr jab. It is especially important for girls to be immunised against this
13. an injection against 3 diseases given to children
15. a drink made from grapes using yeast
16. made from flour, sugar, water and yeast
17. one of the 3 diseases targetted in the mmr jab
18. can decay. Some plastics are __________ whereas others do not decay.
20. a disease caused by a virus - often caught by children. You get spots (7,3)
21. serious bacterial disease - affects the digestion
23. athlete’s an itching between the toes caused by a fungus (9,4)
24. a food made from milk and bacteria. Usually sold in plastic pots. Often flavoured with fruit.
25. becoming immune to a disease - often by having an injection

Down
1. a drink made from hops using yeast
2. an antibiotic produced by a fungus
4. kills germs on kitchen surfaces and in toilets
6. a bacteria found on some bad food (like chicken) which can cause disease
7. a fungus used to make bread and beer
8. these cause colds
10. yeast feeds on this
14. yeast needs this and not cold to feed and grow
19. an injection to stop you getting a disease
22. this is caused by a virus. Your cheeks swell up. Targetted by the mmr jab
23. more than one fungus
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yeast  bacteria  fungi  viruses
bread  wine  beer  sugar
warmth  cheese  pasteurise  cholera
aids  foot  innoculation  immunisation
mmr  chickenpox  yoghurt  biodegradable
measles  mumps  rubella  salmonella
antisecptic  penicillin  disinfectant
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